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ADJECTIVE-EXERCISE
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1. a)/ A holiday by b)/ the sea is more better c)/ than a holiday d)/ 

in the mountains. e)/ No error

2. a)/ The technician reminded b)/ them to have a thoroughly c)/ 

cleaning of the d)/ machine after each use. e)/ No error

3. a)/ The driver tried his best b)/ to avert the accident by c)/ 

bringing the car d)/ to a suddenly stop. e)/ No error

EXERCISE
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4.  a)/ Raghav did not care b)/ so many about b)/ anything else 

are much c)/ as he cared d)/ for his dog. e)/ No error

5. a) / He walked as faster b)/ as he could so that c)/ he would 

not d)/ miss the train to work. e)/ No error

6. a) / My observation is that b)/ between Vivek and Shashi, c)/ 

Vivek is d)/ the most intelligent. e)/ No error
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7.  a)/ Veena wanted to b)/ become a surgeon c)/ and working very 

hardly d)/ to achieve this. e)/ No error

8. a)/ From all accounts b)/ I learn that he is the best c)/ and 

honest member d)/ of the new Cabinet. e) / No error

9. a)/ The flood situation this year b)/ is worst than c)/ that 

prevailed d)/ in the last year. e)/ No error

10. a)/ I am much glad b)/ that you c)/ have won d)/ the prize. e)/ 

No error
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11.There were only two (1) / commandos but each and everyone 

(2) / commando was equal (3) / to six policemen. (4) / No 

Error (5)

12.She ordered (1) / certain girl to (2) / make entry into (3) / the 

Manager's office. (4) / No Error (5)

13.Everybody knows that (1) / Sonu Nigam is (2) / the most 

unique singer (3) / of this industry.(4) / No Error (5)

14.Chennai is (1) / further from (2) / Pune than (3) / Nagpur. (4) / 

No Error (5)
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15.  You can (1) / see this channel (2) / for the last news (3) / of 

this week. (4) / No Error (5)

16.It is a fact that (1) / John F. Kennedy was (2) / the first 

politician (3) / of his time. (4) / No Error (5)

17.No less than (1) / hundred audiences are sitting (2) / in the 

hall (3) / and waiting for the final performance. (4) / No Error 

(5)
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18. In spite of facing (1) / much problems (2) / he did not (3) / 

falter from his path. (4) / No Error (5)

19. Whole the chapter (1) / of the book (2) / is full of (3) / printing 

errors. (4) / No Error (5)

20. This candy is (1) /preferable than (2) /that and (3) / its taste 

is also comparatively good. (4) / No Error (5)
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1. As part of cracking down on black money and illicit assets, the 

concern ministry has struck off names of around 2.26 lakh 

companies that have not been carrying out business activities for 

quite a long time.

2. The center has asked Jammu and Kashmir and other states to 

confine illegal settlers to pre- identify locations within respective 

jurisdictions, record their personal particulars and not to issue them 

Aadhaar number or any other identity proof.

QUESTIONS BASED ON BANK EXAMINATION
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3. According to a study it has been stated and proved also that 

human babies whose mothers had had the flu while being pregnant 

have a greater risk of developing schizophrenia lately in life.

4. The letters representing two of Japan’s most pressing issues 

include a shrink population and the struggle women face balancing a 

career and family.

5. The Government reinstated the fact that the RBI also is in favour 

of amending currently policies that can govern the financial and 

investment banking in India.
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6. Economic watchers who were wallowing in gloom due to soaring 

oil prices, the wilting rupee and skittish foreign investors have been 

given some reason for optimism by the Central Statistics Office.

7. Industry has warned that domestic oil price policies are hurting 

the nascent recovery, and global rating agencies are already 

slashing India’s growth expectations for this calendar year, citing the 

oil issue.
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ANSWERS

1. Remove more

2. Thorough cleaning

3. Sudden stop

4. So much

5. As fast as

6. More intelligent

7. Very hard

8. Most honest

9. Worse than

10.Very glad

11.Each commando

12.A certain girl

13.Remove most before unique

14.Farther from

15.Latest news

16.Foremost politician

17.No fewer than

18.Many problems

19.The whole chapter

20.Preferable to
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1. CONCERNED MINISTRY
2. PRE IDENTIFIED LOCATIONS
3. LATER IN LIFE
4. A SHRINKING POPULATION
5. CURRENT POLICIES
6. ECONOMY WATCHERS
7. OIL PRICING POLICIES

ANSWERS FOR QUESTIONS BASED ON BANK EXAMINATION
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